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Our endeavour is to add to the beauty of surroundings with the best resource
provided by mother nature - Water
At RES, we are dedicated and motivated to provide you the best
solutions when it comes to :

•
•
•
•
•

Swimming Pools
Jacuzzi & Spool
Fountains
Decorative water feature
Elegant underwater lighting

We ensure this through our 10 years experience , best quality products,
customizable solutions , 24 x 7 helpline and efficient after sales service.
We specialise in the design and construction of world class swimming pools,
jacuzzis , fountains and spas across India. We also bring to you accessories and
equipment ranging from filtration plants, lights, heating systems and more from
world renowned brands. Finally, you can leave the maintenance of your pool to
our team of talented technicians and pool experts who will keep it as good as
new

‘ Empty your mind, be formless, shapeless - like water
-Bruce Lee’

Swimming Pools
In ground Pools
In ground pools are the most commonly
constructed pools we can see around. They
are built by digging the ground and
reinforcing with various water proof
materials like fibre glass , concrete etc.

Above ground Pools
One of the reasons above-ground
pools have become more appealing in
the economy is their lower price tags. Also
they are easier to work with certain types
land, including rocky areas.

Architectural Pools
An architectural pool must have structure,
definite lines and often echoes the form
of the house and uses the same materials
for a cohesive look. These pools are often
geometric & sophisticated.

Indoor Pool
An indoor swimming pool is pretty
straightforward -- it's under a roof and insulated
by walls. Indoor pools are usually simple,
geometric shapes and are built for the purpose
of swimming or training throughout the year,
especially in cold climates.

Family recreation Pools
Awe-inspiring water features, elaborate slides,
tunnels, boulders and a general for-all-ages
appeal is what recreational pools are all about.
If you like to entertain, like noise, activity
and excitement, this may be the pool
of your dreams -- or at least your kids' dreams.

Infinity Pool
Infinity pools are also known as infinity edge
pools, vanishing edge pools, negative edge,
zero edge, or disappearing edge. Infinity pools
are always custom-built and should be designed
to highlight a view. Done right, an infinity pool
gives one an illusion of a sheet of water
dropping off over the edge of the property, like
a waterfall, although you can't see or hear
falling water.

Lap Pool
A lap pool is a swimming pool built and
used for fitness and health purposes.
Lap pools are usually long and narrow,
often more than 50 feet in length.
Typically, lap pools are a rectangular shape
and can be built on long, narrow lots

Plunge Pools
"Plunge" and the type of pool known as a
plunge pool couldn't be any more different.
Plunge pools are small, cold-water pools that
have been used for thousands of years in
Chinese medicine. Many swimmers and
athletes like to plunge into a pool of cold water
after a heated workout or sauna or spa
session, believing it has therapeutic benefits.

Kids Inflatable Pool
The inflatable models have been around
since a long time , making pool ownership
a reality for almost anyone with a porch
or plot of ground -- even a sidewalk or
driveway. They are easy to assemble , use
and then pack up again.

Fountains
In landscape architecture and garden design, a water feature is one or more
items from a range of fountains, pools, ponds, cascades and waterfalls
A water feature may be indoor or outdoor and can be any size, from a desk top water
fountain to a large indoor waterfall that covers an entire wall in a large commercial
building, and can be made from any number of materials, including stone, granite,
stainless steel, resin, iron and glass. Most water features are electronically controlled,
ranging from simple timer actuators to sophisticated computerized controls for
synchronizing music to water and light animation.
Water features often offer additional benefits to homeowners, such as increased curb
appeal, home value, reduced noise pollution, increased humidity in dry regions and
improved air quality.

Dome Fountain

Static Fountain

Dandelion Fountain

String water curtain

Cascade Fountain

Interactive Fountain

Sculptured designer fountain

Dancing Fountain

Water Sheet Fountain

Musical Fountain

Jet Fountain

Geyser Fountain

Fast action fountain

Wall Fountain

Pumps & Filters
Filters and pumps are the heart of any swimming pool or fountain.
We offer a variety of options from renowned brands from over the world.

BWS Sand Filter

BWT Sand Filter

Filter Mida.Carbon

Filter Star Mida Series

Marathon hydraulic pump

Frequency controlled
filter pump

Bronze filter pump

Accessories & Ladders

SS Brush

SS Ladders and handrails

Leaf Rake

Curve brush

Suction head with side brush

SS under brush

LED Underwater lighting
Sub- star Qua Lite - Surface Mount
Material : Aluminium / Stainless steel
Input : 12 V DC
Power : 4.5 Watt
Colours : White/ Warm white/ RGB
Protection IP 68
Diameter : 73 mm

Sub- star Qua Lite - Recess Mount
Material : Stainless steel
Input : 12 V DC
Power : 4.5 Watt
Colours : White/ Warm white/ RGB
Protection IP 68
Diameter : 73 mm

Splash Qua Lite - Surface Mount
Material : Stainless steel / Aluminium
Input : 12 V DC
Power : 10 Watt
Colours : White/ Warm white/ RGB
Protection IP 68
Diameter :130 mm

Splash Qua Lite - Recess Mount

Material : Stainless steel
Input : 12 V DC
Power : 10 Watt
Colours : White/ Warm white/ RGB
Protection IP 68
Diameter :120 mm

Day View

Night View

Victoria Memorial Hall
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